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The first aim of this paper is to give an alternative proof of a recent 
theorem due to Smith [ 111. In particular we want a proof treating 
simultaneously the algebraic group case and the finite split BN-pair case. 
This will be done by considering systematically invariants and coinvariants 
under the action of the unipotent radicals of parabolics and by using only 
properties that are common to finite and infinite classical groups and their 
representations, in particular we show that it is possible to drop the analysis 
of weights which was crucial in Smith’s original proof. This way of doing 
things also permit us to get a property of direct summand which was not in 
[Ill. Our formulation of Smith’s theorem will be: 
If (G, k) is either a reductive group G on an algebraically closedfield k (of 
any characteristic), or a Jinite group G with a finite saturated split BN-pair 
of characteristic p and k an algebraically closed field of the same charac- 
teristic, 
If M is an irreducible kc-module (rational if G is a reductive group), 
If P = U, . L, is a parabolic subgroup with its Levi decomposition and 
P- = U,- . L,- the parabolic opposite P, then 
ResLpM=MUP@ (1 -UP-) .M and M’p is irreducible as L,-module 
In fact, the decomposition is involved in our proof of Smith’s theorem. 
Notations 
In the last assertion we have used the exponential notation for fixed points 
under the action of a group, we shall use also another notation for simplicity 
of certain expressions: if X is a set on which a group H is acting, we denote 
XH=IIO(H,X)={xEXsuch that VgEH g.x=x}. 
If H is a group, F a field, we denote by (1 - H) the subspace of FH 
generated by the elements of the form 1 - h for h E H, it is the kernel of the 
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linear form f : FH+ F defined by f(h) = 1 if h E H, f is clearly 
multiplicative so (1 -H) is a two-sided ideal of FH, if M is a FH-module 
(1 - H) M is a FH-submodule. 
If C is any finite subset of H, we denote by YC the element C,,c c in 
FH. 
For the subgroups of classical groups we shall use the ordinary notations, 
and we recall the following basic properties (for reductive groups see [ 1,7], 
and for finite split BN-pairs see [3,4,9]). If (G, k) is a pair as above, we 
denote by B, T, N, U the usual subgroups occurring in the Tits system of the 
group, W the Weyl group, @ the root system of basis d, (sJaE4 the 
fundamental reflections, and R their set, the subsets of R will be often iden- 
tified with subsets of d. If cz E @, X, is the corresponding root subgroup, 
defined in the reductive case by the image of the rational group morphism 
t+ x,(t) from (k, +) into G. If A is a subset of @, we denote by X, the 
subgroup of G generated by the X, for a EA. We have U = X,+. If I is a 
subset of A, W, is the subgroup of W generated by the reflections 
corresponding to the elements of I; P, is the parabolic subgroup P1 = BW,B. 
In the case of a reductive group, P1 is a reductive group and 
P1 = R,(P,) >a L,, where L, = T.X,, and the unipotent radical equals in fact 
X @+\@;. In the finite case P1 = O,(P,) >a L, where L, = T. X@, and the 
greatest normal p-subgroup of P, equals X@+,@,t, L, admits the saturated split 
BN-pair (TX@:, N n L,, I, X@:). 
In both cases we denote U, = X,,,+,@,t and it is well known that 
f’, = N&J,). 
We have also the parabolic opposite P1 : P; = B- W,B -, where 
B- = T. X,-. We will denote U- =X0_. We have P; = U; >o L,, where 
u, = x, -,*; ; P; = N,(U;), in the infinite case U; = R,(P;), in the finite 
case U; = O,(P;). 
We denote by wO the element of maximal length in W, and by w, the same 
in W,. 
We finally mention the following semi-direct products: if I c J c A 
1. A CONDITION ON GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
1.1. DEFINITION. If Y is any group, F any field, M any FY-module and 
(Y,, Y2) any pair of subgroups of Y, we say that M satisfies the condition 
(*) for the pair (Y,, Yz) if and only if M= FY, . MY1 and 
MYlf-J(l- Y,).M=O. 
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1.2. We prove the following first properties of this condition, The 
first and the second are general and direct. The third and the fourth show 
that the representations of classical groups (finite or infinite) we are 
interested in satisfy it for certain subgroups. 
PI. If Y’ is the subgroup of Y generated by Y, and Y, we have the 
equivalence: A4 satisfies (*) for (Y, , Y,) as FY-module o M satisfies (*) for 
(Y, , Y,) as FY’-module. 
P2. If A4 is a FY-module and (Y,, Y,) a pair of subgroups of Y, we have the 
equivalence of the following conditions: 
(9 (*) for (Y,, Y2), 
(ii) M = MY1 @ (1 - Yz) . MY 1 a direct sum of F-vector spaces, 
(iii) A4 = FY, . MY1 and MY1 n (1 - Y,) MY1 = 0. 
(*) implies that M = MYI @ (1 - Y2) M. 
P3. If G is a reductive group on k and B a Bore1 subgroup, M a kG-module 
(rational), then, if M is irreducible, M satisfies (*) for the pair (U, U-). 
P4. If G is a finite group with a saturated split BN-pair and k an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p dividing 1 UI, if M is an 
irreducible kG-module, then M satisfies (*) for the pair (U, U-). 
1.3. Proofs. Pl is obvious. 
P2: (i) + (ii): if M = FY, . MY1 we have the sum M= MY1 + 
(1 - YJ . MY’. It is a direct sum because MY1 n (1 - YJ . MY1 c 
MY1 n (1 - Y,) . M = 0. 
(ii) =s- (iii) If M = MY1 @ (1 - Y,) MY1, we have FY, . MY1 = 
MY’ + (1 - YJ . MY1 = M and MYI n (1 - YJ . MY’ = 0 because of the 
direct sum. 
(iii) ti (i): We must only verify that MY1 n (1 - Y2) . M = 0. Once has 
(1 - YJ . M = (1 - Y,) . FY2MY1 but (1 - Y2) = vect,{ 1 - y: y E Yz} is a 
two-sided ideal in FY,, so (l-Y&M=(l-YY,).FY,.MY1= 
(1 - Y2) . MY1 and it intersects MYI only in 0 by (iii). 
To get the direct sum M = MY1 0 (1 - Y,) M from (*), one has just 
to verify that M = MY1 + (1 - Yz) M, but the latter contains MY1 + 
(1 - YJ MY1 which in turn is FY . MY1 = M. 
It is to be remarked that under the assumption (always satisfied in the 
examples we are interested in) that a power of (1 - Y2) annihilates M, then 
the direct sum M = MY1 @ (1 - Y,) . M implies (*) under the form of (ii): 
replacing in the direct sum M by MY1 @ (1 - Y,) s M one gets 
M = MY1 @ ((1 - YJ MY1 + (1 - Y,)* . M) and making again the same 
substitution in our new decomposition, an easy induction gives for every 
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nonzero integer n: M = MY1 @ ((1 - Y2) MY1 + (1 - Y# . M) which in turn 
is (ii) when (1 - Y,)” . M = 0. 
P3. It is classical (see [7]) that if M is irreducible MU is a line 
(corresponding to the maximal weight of M under T) and that 
M = kU- . MU so (1 - I.-). M” + MU = M and in order to prove the 
direct sum, M” being a line, we have only to prove that (1 - U-) . MU # M. 
If (I-U-).M’=M we get (l-U-).M=M. But U- is a connected 
unipotent group and M a rational representation of it; this group stabilizes a 
full flag of M:M=M,xM,x...xM,,=O, Mi/Mi+, is a line, 
U-.MicMi and U- induces the identity on MJMi+ 1 SO 
(I-U-).MicMi+,and(l-U-).McM,#M. 
P4. In the finite case MU is a line km (see [3]) and our claim can be 
read in [3, p. B. 211: M = km @ rad kU- . m (and it is classic, U- being a p- 
group, that rad kU- = (1 - U-), see [5, p. 1891). 
2. A PROPERTY OF THIS CONDITION 
2.1. The direct sum M = Z-P@?,(P), M) @ (1 - R,(P-)) M an- 
nounced in the beginning can be considered (see P2 above) as a 
straightforward consequence of the fact that M verifies (*) for the pair 
(R,(P), R,(F)). In order to derive this from the fact that M verifies (*) for 
the pair ($,W, &,(B-)), we need a sort of “induction property” for 
condition (*). It can be shown in full generality and it is our next 
proposition. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If M is a FY-module which satisfies (*)for the pair 
(Y, , Y,) and iffor each i = 1,2 there are two subgroups Y,f, Y,!’ of Yi such 
that: 
(i) Y,f is normal in Yi and Y; covers the quotient YJY;, 
(ii) fvG(Y:)nNG(Y;)3 Y;u Y:l, 
(iii) Every Yr-stable nonzero subspace M’ of M satisfies 
IP( Yl,, M’) # 0. 
Then : 
(a) M satisfies (*) for the pair (Y; , Y;), 
(b) ZP(Y;, M) is a F(N,(Y;))-module which satisfies (*) for the pair 
(Y;, Y;) of subgroups of NG(Y;). 
2.3. We give a proof of this proposition: it is not for sake of 
generality that we do so, but the demonstration takes less space than would 
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do a demonstration in the special case we are interested in. The framework is 
the same and the proof is perhaps more obvious in full generality. 
2.4. Proof of the Proposition. First it is classic that Ho(Y;, M) is a 
F(N,(Y;))-module, and we have to prove now: 
HO(YI,M)=FY~HO(YI’,HO(Y;,M)), (1) 
HyY;‘,zP(Y;,M))n (1- Y;)HO(YI’,HO(Y;,M))=O. (2) 
(These two conditions give the condition (*) for (Yy, Y;l) written in the third 
form of P2.) 
M= (1 -r;> *HO(Y;,M)@HO(Y;,M). (3) 
(Condition (*) for (Y; , Y;) written in the second form of P2.) We can make 
a first slight simplification: Y, = Y; . Y; hence Ho(Y;, Ho(Y’, ,M)) equals 
HO(Y,,M), so the three conditions we must verify are the following: 
(1) HO(Y;,M)=FY;. HO(Y,,M), 
(2) (1 - Y;) . Ho(Y,, M) n Ho(Y, , hf) = 0, 
(3) M=(l-Y;)*HO(Y;,M)@HO(Y;,M). 
Since M satisfies (*) for (Yl, Y2) we have M=FY,HO(Y, ,M) and 
HO(Y,,M)f-J(l- Y2)M=0. 
Condition (2) is a straightforward consequence: (1 - Y;‘) Ho(Y, , M) n 
H”(Y,, M) is included in (1 - YJ A4 n H”( Y, , M) which is 0. 
It remains to prove (1) and (3). If we set M, =Ho(Yi, M), 
M, = FY: . Ho(Y,, M), and M, = (1 - Y;) . Ho(Y;, M), we are going to 
show that M, 1 M,, M, + M, = A4 and M, n M, = 0; it is an elementary 
fact that three subspaces satisfying these relations satisfy M, = M, and 
M,~M,=M. 
M, 3 M, : Y; c Y, so M, 1 Ho(Y,. M), Yi normalizes Y! so M, is Yy- 
stable. Hence M, 1 FY;. Ho(Y, , M) = M, 
M,+M, = M: M,+M, = M,+(l-Y;)M, 3 M,+(l-Y;)M, by 
what we have just proved. But M,+(l-YY;)M,= FY;.M,= 
FY; . FY; . Ho(Y,, M) by definition of M, ; and, since Y, = Y; . Y;, 
M, + M, contains FY,H’( Y, , M) which equals M by (*) for (Y, , Y,). 
M, n M, = 0: let us suppose M, n M, = M’ # 0. M’ is Y;-stable: M, is 
N,(Yi)-stable so it is Yr-stable (hypothesis (ii)), M, is also Yr-stable 
because Yy normalizes both Y; and Y;. So M’ being Yy-stable, by 
hypothesis (iii) Ho(Yy , M’) # 0. But H”( Y;‘, M’) c H”( Yr , M,) = 
HyY;I,HyY;,M)) = W(Y,,M) and we have also HD(Yr , M’) c M’ c 
M, = (1 - Y;) . HO(Y;,M)c (1 - YJ . M. Since w(Y,,M)n (1 - Y2). 
M= 0 by (*), the last two inclusions imply HD(Y;, M’) = 0, a contra- 
diction. 
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3. SMITH'S THEOREM 
3.1. Let (G, k) be a pair as in the Introduction and M a kG-module 
(rational if G is infinite) which satisfies the condition (*) for the pair 
(U,, U;). Let us verify that we can apply Proposition 2.2 for 
Y,=iJ,,Y,=U,-,Y;=U,, Y;=U;, Y;=UtnL,, Y;=U;nL,,where 
I c J c A. Hypothesis (i) comes from the semi-direct products mentioned in 
the Introduction. Here N,(Y;)n N&Y;) = PJn P; which contains L, and 
so contains Y; and Y;. Finally every nonzero k(U, n L,)-submodule of M 
admits nonzero fixed-points because, in the infinite case U, f7 L, =X0;,@; is 
a connected unipotent group and the representation is rational, and in the 
finite case it is a p-group where p = char(k). 
3.2. We get 
PROPOSITION. If M satisfies (*) for the pair (U,, U;) of subgroups of G, 
then 
(i) M satisfies (*) for the pair (U,, U;) of subgroups of G, 
(ii) M”J is a kL,-module which satisfies (*) for the pair 
(LJn U,, L,n U,-) of subgroups of L,. 
3.3. From that we get 
COROLLARY. If M is an irreducible kG-module (rational if G is a 
reductive group) and JC A, one has 
(i) ResLJM=MuJ@ (1 - U;)M, 
(ii) M”J = kX,- I M”, J 
(iii) M”J is irreducible as ti,-module. 
3.4. Proof We apply the proposition of 3.2 for I = 0: 
M satisfies (*) for (U,, I,&), the last assertion of P2 in Section 1 gives 
M = MU3 @ (1 - U;) M and it is a direct sum of L,-subspaces since L, 
normalizes both U, and U;. 
One knows also that MUJ satisfies (*) for (X,;, X0;), so 
MuJ = kX,; . H”(X.+, MUJ) = kX,; . M”; it is our (ii). In order to get (iii), 
let M’ be a nonzero L,-stable subspace of MuJ; since hypothesis (iii) of 
Proposition 2.2 is satisfied by Yy =X,+, one has H”(X,+, M’) # 0, but this 
is included in Ho(X,;, M”J = M” whkh is a line. So JLT’(X,:, M’) = ML 
and so M” c M’. Hence kL, . M” c M’; by (ii) just proved, it implies that 
M’ = MuJ. We have checked that MUJ is L,-irreducible. 
3.5. If we look at the corollary in the case of an infinite group we 
get in fact a general result on connected algebraic groups and their 
irreducible representations: if 6 is such a group on k and M a kc-module 
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rational and irreducible, then R.(e) is in the kernel of the representation 
(R,(G) being unipotent, connected and normal, MRUCE) is nonzero and G- 
stable, so it is M), and we obtain a (rational-irreducible, representation of 
G/R,(G), a reductive group, which satisfies the proposition of 3.2 and its 
corollary for its own BN-pair and classical subgroups as a reductive group. 
If G = c/R,(G) and z,, oJ,, 0; are the inverse images of L,, U,, U; by 
the canonical projection c -+ G, we have ReszJM = Z-P(~J, M) @ 
(1 - 0;) . M and the first term of this direct sum is irreducible. 
3.6. If G is as in the corollary and JC .4, we have a mapping 
M H Z-P(U,, M) from irreducible kG-modules (rational if G is a reductive 
group) to irreducible kL,-modules. 
If G is reductive, M is determined up to isomorphism by the maximal 
weight A E X(7’) = Mor,,,(T, k*) such that: t . m = n(t) m if m EM”, and J 
is dominant (2@, a)/(a, a) E N ‘da E d). A maximal torus of L, is T and a 
basis for the root system Qp, of L, is J. The maximal weight of 
M,=HO(U,,M) is Iz: H”(X,,, + M,)= HO(U,M) and t. m=l(t)m if 
m E WX,; , M.4 
If G is a finite group with a saturated BN-pair, M is determined up to 
isomorphism by an “admissible pair” (S, x) where x E Mor(B, k*) = 
Mor(T, k*) and S is a subset of A included in Ak) - {a E A: xITnu,, = 1). 
The admissible pair is associated to M by: P(U, M) is a line km and 
b . m =x(b) . m Vb E B, YX-, . m equals: -n, . m if a E Ak)\S and n, is 
an element of the class s, E N/T= W, 0 if a @ A@)\S. (See [3,9, 10, 151.) 
If (S,x) is the admissible pair of M, the pair for IP(U,, M) = M., is 
(SnJ,,y): H”(X,f,M)=Ho(U,M)=km and, if aEJ, YX_;m= 
-+I, * m if a E (Ak) fY J)\(S n J) and 0 if not. 
In particular M ++ ZP(U,, M) is a bijection from irreducible rational kG- 
modules onto irreducible rational kL,-modules in the case of G an algebraic 
group but not in the case of G a finite group. 
4. EXPRESSIONS OF THE SUBSPACES BY MEANS OF WEIGHTS 
4.1. We take G a reductive group on k and M an irreducible 
rational module, we have the decomposition in weight spaces M = @M, , P 
ranging over n(M) the set of weights of M under the action of T, the 
subspaces M, can be considered as the isotypic components of ResrM. 
It is a classical result (see [7]; the adaptation to a reductive group instead 
of a semisimple group is obvious) that there is a so-called maximal weight I 
such that ZP(U, M) = M, and is a line, and that n(M) c 1+ R\iA - where A- 
is -A. 
The following expression of IP(U,, M) in term of weight spaces was a key 
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point of [ 1 l] and here it can be seen as an easy consequence of the 
Corollary of 3.3: 
Proof. We have H’(U,,M)I@~-,,,,M,,: we must show that if 
A-,uEiNJ, mEM, and aE@+\@;, X;m=m. If tEk,x,(t).m= 
Ci>O timi, where m, E MW+i, and m, = m. But if i > 1, fi + ia 6? z(M) since, 
if p+iaEz(M), A-@+ia)=L-p-iaENd, but A-pENJ and -ia 
gives a strictly negative contribution on A\J. So if i is strictly positive m, = 0 
and x,(t) . m = m, = m. 
We have OA-rrENJMr 1 H”(U,, M): M”J= kx,; . M” (Corollary 3.3) 
with Mu = Ml and kX,; . MA c @,-,,,,M, (the roots added to 1 are in 
@; c -iNJ). 
So HVJ,, M) = On-,,sN.,M,. The expression of (1 - U;) . M we 
announced is a consequence: (1 - U;) . M and On _ L1 eNJ M,, are two known 
supplementary spaces for HO(U,,M) in Res,M (we use the equality proved 
above) but there is only one such a supplementary space: 
HVJ,, Ml = OA-,,,J Mu is a sum of isotypic components of Res,M. The 
other equalities are consequences (take the opposite BN-pair of that we have 
considered). 
4.2. For finite groups, most of the split BN-pairs are BN-pairs of 
groups included in (and looking like) reductive groups. And the same is true 
for representations. In fact we consider the case when G is a reductive group, 
u is an endomorphism of G such that crG = G, oB = B, UT= T, UN = N, 
uU = U and G” (fixed points of G under u) is finite. G” has a BN-pair (split 
and saturated) whose first terms are B” and N”. The parabolics are the P; 
where J c A, B c PJ and PJ is u-stable, and P,” = U; >a L,“. (For this, see 
[131). 
We assume also that M is a rational irreducible kG-module whose 
restriction to G” is still irreducible (in most cases all irreducible kG”- 
modules are obtained by this way: see [ 121). 
Then the subspaces considered in this paper for the finite group and the 
infinite including group coincide: 
PROPOSITION. H”(U;,M)=HD(U,,M), (l-UU;“).M=(I-U;).M, 
H”(U,-,M)=W(U,-“,M), (l-U;).M=(l-U,)aM. 
ProoJ: Because of inclusions of the subgroups we have clearly: 
H’VJ,“, M) = HV.,, W and (1 - U;“) . MC (1 - Vi) =M. By the 
corollary of 3.3 for finite groups, we have EP(UT, M) = k(X,;)” ’ H’(U”, M); 
HO(U”,M) is a line containing H’(U, M) which is also a line, so 
Ho(U”, M) = Ho(U, M) and H’(U,“, M) = k(X,;)” . H’(U”, M) = k(X,;)” . 
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Ho(U, M) which is contained in kX@; . HD(U, M) which equals Ho(U,, M) 
by The corollary of 3.3 for reductive groups. So Ho(Uy, M)cH”(U,, M) 
and the equality is true. 
The equality (1 - ~7;~) . M = (1 - U;) . M comes from the inclusion 
mentioned at the beginning of this proof and from the fact that these spaces 
are supplementary for the same subspace by the equality we have just 
proved. 
5. COMPUTATIONOF M% 
5.1. In the finite case-G a finite group with a split BN-pair of 
characteristic p and M an irreducible representation of G in characteristic 
p-one knows a standard way to exhibit fixed points of a representation 
under a finite subgroup, the method of relative traces: if V is an H-module 
for H a finite group and H’ is a subgroup (possibly 1) of H, if v E V”’ and 
h E H, then the element h . v of V depends only on the coset hH’; so, if X is 
a coset representative system of H/H’, one can define 
Trz, : p + vH 
vl+9x*v. 
The map Tr& is a linear map independent of the choice of X, whose image 
is denoted by Vc, . 
If M is as above, an irreducible representation of a split BZV-pair in natural 
characteristic and if H’ is a subgroup of U,, M$ will be a subspace of MuJ, 
the fixed points space studied through the preceding sections. If H’ is L,- 
normalized, for instance, if H’ is 1 or a U, with 13 J, then MB is clearly L,- 
stable, so it is 0 or the whole MUM by Smith’s theorem. We are going to say 
when each of these possibilities occurs. That will lead us to a charac- 
terization of projective irreducible representations: we shall see (Corollary 2 
of Section 5.3) that if G is a simple Chevalley group, if M is an irreducible 
module in natural characteristic, and U’ the 0, of a proper parabolic, then 
M is projective if, and only if, PU’ . M # 0 (if the parabolic is B the fact is 
known, see [3, p.B. 291, but it may happen that U’ is smaller than U if the 
parabolic is a maximal proper one). 
5.2. About M we need to recall a few more facts than we gave in 
Section 3.6. 
In fact the classification of irreducible kG-modules have been considered 
in [6, IO] as a classification of the irreducible representations of the algebra 
E = End,,(Y) as a classification of the irreducible representations of the 
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algebra E = End,,(Y) where Y is the kG-module Y = Indg 1. If A4 is a kG- 
module, one considers MU as a right E-module by the identification 
MU = Mor,(l, Res,M) = Mor,(Y, M), 
furthermore A4 ++ MU is a bijection between isomorphism types of 
irreducible kG-modules and isomorphism types of irreducible right E- 
modules (see [6, 151). 
One knows also a k-basis of E and the multiplication of the elements of 
the basis: there exists a k-basis (AJnsN indexed by the subgroup N of G, and 
it satisfies A,,, = A,, . A,, when l(n’n) = l(n) + l(n’) (the length of an 
element of N is defined to be the length of its reduction mod . 7’). 
It has been proved (see [3, 151) that every irreducible right E-module is a 
line as k-space, so it has the form of a k-algebra morphism from E to k. This 
morphism being denoted w, it is uniquely determined by its values on the 
A,, t E T (that gives a linear character x of 2’) and on each Ane, a E A for 
@LL ELI a choice of representatives of the elements (s,),~,, of W, one can 
take n, in G, = (A’,, X-,) and we shall actually assume it has been so 
taken (see [ 151). One has in fact w(A,*) E (0, - 1 } and it may be -1 only if 
a E A&); furthermore “every case occurs” if (S, x) is any “admissible pair,” 
i.e., x is a linear character of T and S is a subset of dk) = (a E A; 
x(TnX,,) = 1 }, there exists a k-algebra morphism II/ from E to k such that 
II/ =X(t) if t E T and I,v(A,~) = -1 if a E Ak)\S, 0 if a E (A\pk))U S 
(see [3, 10, 151). Consequently, if n EN and R, denotes the subset of 
R = {s,; a E A} consisting of elements involved in a reduced expression of 
nT in W, one has w(A,) # 0 iff R, corresponds to a subset of A included in 
A W\S. 
If M is an irreducible kc-module, let vM be the associated morphism from 
E to k; it is easy to verify from the definition of A,, that if m E M”, 
wM(A,,) . m = Tr&,(n . m) (see 110, 151). 
If n = n, one finds the term already mentioned in Section 3.6.: 
n,’ 9x-, . m=9Xasn . (I m = v&An,) . m which is 0 or -m. 
5.3. We are now in position to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be a jinite split BN-pair of characteristic p, A a basis of 
the associated root system and J c I c A, let M be an irreducible represen- 
tation of G over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) M$ # 0, 
(i’) M”,: = M”J, 
(ii) y,,,(AnJ,I) # 0 where n,,, is a representative of wJw,. 
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From that we shall derive the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1. M$ is nonzero if and only if in the Coxeter graph of A 
every connected component of I not included in J is included in A($\S. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is of irreducible type (i.e., (W, R) is an irreducible 
Coxeter group, or A is connected), for instance if G is simple, if J $E A, one 
has: MT# 0 if, and only if, M is a projective kG-module. 
5.4. Proof of the theorem. The equivalence between (i) and (i’) has been 
seen in Section 5.1, so it remains to show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
Since n,, E P,, one has n,,t . MU’ = MU’. By the corollary of 3.3 one has 
MU’ = kX*; - M”. So MUI = n,,, kX@; . MU = kX’ . n,,t . MU, where X’ 
denotes nJ,t(XeF) nJ,:. Let us remark that X’ normalizes both U, and 
U,:N,(U,)nN,(U,)=P,nP,=P, which contains X’ because 
X’ = w, wIX,; w, w, = w,X*; w, with X,,+c PJ and wJ E PJ. 
So M”,:= Tr%(kX’ . n,,, . MU) = kX’ . Tr3,(n,,, . M”). Hence (i) is 
equivalent to the condition Tr$(n,,I . M”) # 0. 
But it is clear that any representative system of U, mod . U, is a represen- 
tative system of U mod . Un n,,, Un;: : one has U = U, >Q X@,t and 
un h,Acr) ni3=Xo+n,,~,+, =&~i~,,~\~:, = 4 >QX,f. 
Consequently Tr$(n,,,MU) = Trinn,,IUnZ;(nJ,, . M” = y,+,(AnJ.,) . MU, the 
last equality coming from the form of the action of E on M” recalled in 
Section 5.2. 
Eventually, (i) is equivalent to II/M(.~~, ,) . M” # 0, i.e., ~,,,,(A.J ,> E k* and 
the proof is complete. 
5.5. Proof of the corollaries. The proof of the corollaries of Theorem 5.4 
relies on the following lemma on Weyl groups, we shall say a few words 
about its proof in Section 5.6. 
LEMMA. In VK RI, RwJw, corresponds to a subset of A which is in I and 
it is the union of the connected components of I (in the Coxeter graph of A) 
that are not included in J. 
Then Corollary 1 is just a consequence of the theorem and of the fact that 
if n E N (here n will be nJ,,) y&I,) # 0 if, and only if, R, corresponds to a 
subset of A included in Ak)\S. 
Corollary 2 in the case when I = A, J F A and the Coxeter graph of A is 
connected, then the set defined above as “union of connected components of 
I not included in S’ is the whole A. Then Corollary 1 gives: Mp# 0 if, and 
only if, A c Ak)\S, the last condition amounts to Ah) = A and S = 0, 
which is the condition of projectivity of M (see [3, 14, 151). 
5.6. Proof of Lemma 5.5. Given a Coxeter group (W, R) and J c I c R, 
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one has to study R,,,,. Since wJ w, E W,, one may assume I = R and one 
has to compute R,,,,,O. The result we have to prove is that RwJwO is the union 
of the connected components of the Coxeter graph of R that are not included 
in J. Since (W, R) is a direct product of (W,, Rs)sEB with each R, connected, 
one has in fact to prove that if R is connected and J Y$ R then R wJwO = R (one 
recognizes the case of Corollary 2). One may assume that ] R \ JI = 1 since if 
J c J’ wJ w0 = (w, wJ,)(wJ, wO) with additivity of lengths. 
We are in the situation when R is connected, R\J has one element, we 
have to prove that R wJwo = R. 
Let @ be the (noncrystallographic) root system associated to (W, R) and 
A a basis in bijection with R (see [2,9]). Let ( , ) denote the associated inner 
product, let a denote the element of A such that {s,} = R\J. 
If Q=RwJwo #R, then Q=Rwow with s, E Q; let us denote by r the 
corresponding subset of A. Let 1 be the subset of A corresponding to J, 
J= {~~;pz~},f=A\{a}. 
If y is any root in @ we mean by ‘support of y’ the set of elements of A 
occuring with a nonzero coefficient in a decomposition of y respect to that 
basis, and we denote it A,. Moreover, if y is a positive root and if A,# A, 
there exists 6 E A\Ay such that (y, 6) ( 0 (take 6 E A\Ay linked to A, in the 
graph). 
One has w0 wJ(a) E Qr so Awowdm, #A, and consequently A,J(,, #A. One 
has wJ(a) E a + ZJ so wJ(a) is positive with a in its support. There exists 
P E 44 wJca) (hence /3 # a and p E 3 such that (w,(a), j3) < 0. 
But (w,(a), P> = ( a, w&3)) with w&3) E w,(J1) = -Jc -A and a E A, so 
(a, w,(J)) > 0, a contradiction. 
6. SMITH'S THEOREM:THE CASE OF LIE ALGEBRAS 
6.1. If L is a semi-simple complex Lie algebra, H a Cartan 
subalgebra, @ the root system, (La)aCcp the usual root subalgebras (see [8]), 
A a basis of @, if A is a subset of @ we define L, = the Lie subalgebra 
generated by the L, for a EA. We denote PJ the parabolic subalgebra 
of radical U, = Vect(L, : a E @ +\@J+), L; the Levi subalgebra equal to 
Vect(H, L, : a E !DJ), U; will denote Vect(L, : a E @-\@;). 
Let U(L) denote the universal enveloping algebra. 
If 5P is any Lie algebra, A4 any P-module and A any subset of A4, one 
denotes by Y’ . A the vector space in M generated by the subset (1 . a; 
I E io, a E A} (it may happen that A & .P . A). One denotes also 
My={nzEM;Yhz=o}. 
If V is a L-module, we have the weight decomposition V = @V,, , n(Y) 
denoting the weights of V under the action of H, if V is irreducible, there is a 
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maximal weight A which satisfies as for groups {v E V: U. v = O} = VA and 
is a line, 7r(M) c 1 + Nd - (see [S].) 
It is not difftcult to adapt the arguments of Sections 2, 3, and 4 to algebras 
and get 
6.2. PROPOSITION. If V is an irreducible representation of L, we have 
VuJ = U(LJ) * Vu = U(L,;) . Vu = @n-,,NJ V,, and it is an irreducible Lf 
module. We have also U; . V = U; . V’J = OA-, GNJ V, which is 
LJ - stable. 
6.3. We just give a sketch of the proof: 
First prove Vu=‘1 U(L;) . Vu 1 U(L,;) . V”(V” c V’J and the bracket 
[L;, U,] is included in U,). 
Prove U(L,;) . Vu + U; . V’J = V (consequence of U(L,-) . Vu = V and 
of the inclusion just proved). 
Prove U; . V”“n V”J = 0 (consequence of the same for J = 0). One 
obtains V”~ = U(L,;) . Vu and U; . V”~ @ V”J = V. So V”J = U(LJ) . V” = 
U(Le, ) . Vu and U; . V = r/y . V”~. 
Then UGLY) . V= Od-reNJ ,, V c V’J (elementary computations in the 
lattice of weights of H), 
Then VuJ= @,-,,,,,V,,. 
Then U; . V= @l-rrgNJ V, (unique H-supplement and an inclusion is 
easy). 
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